
 

 
Professional Dress Guidelines 

Students are expected to dress in attire appropriate to the event in which they are attending.  Students 
should represent themselves in a way that is consistent with Logan University mission, vision, and values 
as well as those of the profession they are pursuing.  Certain classrooms, clinics, and events may have 
specific dress code requirements and students are expected to adhere to those standards, for example, 
the anatomy lab requires closed toe shoes. 

Casual attire is appropriate for the classroom, unless otherwise articulated for the specific course or 
course session.  

Casual Attire     

    

 

Clinic Attire 

As representatives of the health care profession, students are expected to dress in attire that 
communicates credibility, respect, confidence and meets professional standards. Appropriate dress is 
also essential to enhance patient safety in the clinical setting. When students are assigned to clinical 
activities in any of Logan University approved clinical settings, they should consider themselves as 



representatives of Logan University. Attire and behavior should promote a positive impression for the 
individual student, the specific course, and the institution. 

 

Business Casual Clinic Attire  

 

   

  



Logan Polo Clinic Attire 

    

 

 

  



Clinic Attire shown with White Coat 

    

 

 In addition to the guidelines outlined below, certain departments and some clinical affiliate institutions 
may require alternative dress guidelines, which must be followed. 

• Recommended acceptable attire includes:  
• Males: Clean and pressed dress pants/slacks, tucked button dress shirt with a tie or collared 

polo-style shirt.  
• Females: Clean and pressed dress pants/slacks or skirt, blouse with modest neckline, or collared 

polo-style shirt.  A professional dress is also acceptable, but must maintain modesty during 
adjusting and other evaluation or clinical duties. 

• Students are expected to wear a short white coat with their name badge and Logan University 
identification visible, unless otherwise stated by the clinical site. 

• Students must maintain good personal hygiene, be well-groomed, and dressed in a manner appropriate 
to their responsibilities. 

• Hair shall be clean, dry, and styled neatly. Long hair should be tied back or worn up so that it does not 
touch the patient, nor obstruct vision.  Hair color and style must be appropriate for the clinical 
environment. 

• Shoes must be comfortable, clean, in good condition and appropriate to the job duties. Flip-flops, 
slippers, or open-toed shoes/sandals are NOT allowed in the clinical setting.  

• Facial hair must be neatly groomed, clean, and must not interfere in any way with the student’s clinical 
performance. 



• Jewelry worn by students must be of reasonable shape and size, appropriate to the clinical setting and 
may not interfere with patient care, execution of responsibilities, or safety.   

• Inappropriate or offensive tattoos are to be covered and not visible when in the clinical setting.  
• Perfumes, colognes, or heavy fragrances must not be worn because of the possibility of others’ 

sensitivity to strong scents. 
 

In environments where clinic dress is appropriate, the following are not: jeans, overalls, sweat shirts, 
sweat pants/joggers, shorts, leggings, yoga pants, halter or tank tops, non-collared tee shirts, work-out 
clothes, sandals or open-toe shoes, caps, bandanas, baseball hats, or body or facial piercings other than 
earrings and small nose studs and those required by a student’s religious or cultural beliefs. 
 

 


